Student Proposals Explore
Possibility Of Open Dorms

by George Cameron
The Stu-G campaign promises
and the committee deliberlations
are beginning to show results in
regard to open houses, dorm hours,
and general regulations in the new
dormitory system at Colby this .fall.
As urged by Stu-G president
Thorn Rippon , a total of seven
written proposals, involving 10 living units on campus, have been
separately filed with the Deans of
Students. Several others are stliQl
being formuiaited. The proposalls
already handed in are not the simple "we want" or "we demand"
statements sometimes attributed to
stu'dent groups, but rather, are a
collection of generally well-thought
out and comprehensive requests

A Case of Intim idation

Black Power and USNSA

by Thorn Kippon
Owing to the violent urban riots
of this past summer, my attendance in behalf of Stu-G .this past
August at .the Twentieth Nationfeul
Student Association Congress (at
the University of Maryland), and
the uip-icoming Bteuck Power Sympos-ium, I have foeen requested to
comment specifically on this new
Amerioari-born philosophy df black
power and what its efSfedts were on
the delbera-ions at the NSA Congress,
As I begin, I should make it deur
that these are merely my own personal reflle_tion _ on. the NSA Congress and black power. Although,
I will not herein provide a detflnltion of the movement and its methods or goals, I.merely will aldd
-h at, as I move about, I find the
majority of students and adultls in
America are much confused over
what black power really ds, and are
probably more tfrdehtened hy it
than a true unders'tanding o'f the
philosophy would warrant. At any
rate, I shall offer below my analysis of the proceedings of the black
power resolutions.
Initially, there were two "blaick
power resolutions" presented to the
floor alt the NSA Congress. Acfter
some debate, one ralther vehement,
emotional, and, on the whole, less
organized, proposal was eliminated
from the dobalte. The remaining
resolution was divided Into threo
sections: one on principles, one on
declarations* o'f fact), and one on
mandates (for the NSA National
office). This resolution was then
put foritlh tom'd underwent hours of
debate Which saw us adjourn at
2:30 aim, and re-oonveno the next
day at 9:00 a.m.
Without going into all of bho details, bho real furor -Wises from the
Congress (ifuror which led to cowinvonifc in all the major newspapers,
maigazlnes, and major network
telecasts In _he country), and m«i£.t
KATE ANNODNCEMENT
Robins Hall today become tlio
first Colby living unit to rooolvo
permission
from
tlio
Deans
to havo experimental opon dormitory hours. _0»o hours nro 8-5 pjrn.,
Monday - Friday, and lfc-fl p.m. on
ivaokentls. <51rls must bo signed Jn
l>y tho proctors. This Is only open
to residents of Robins* Hall Any
room in (v oood situation will leave
-to doors opon,

of the questions which are asked
of me, concern the following sentence which was offered in the
proposal! as one of the definitSonls
oif blacEk power: "Black Power is
the unification of all bla'ck people
in America for their liberation by
any means necessary." (Boldface
are mine.) Of course, the key
words are "by any . means necessary"! which imply" juSt what they
say. At first, the overwhelmdng
majority of the delegates, myself
included, immediately saw these
four words as ounnecessary and unacceptable, and an amendment to
delete the phraise from the proposal was presented, debarted, and
passed. But here is where the bfedk
power elements went to work.

stand, the opinion of majny wh-te
delegates suddenly shafted. An.
amendment to re-instate the four
wonds was presented, briefly d«~
bated, and passed the next morn*
ing by one vote. Needless to say,
the black power delegates remained in the Congress, having won the
battle for a militant, all-indui-ive
(Continued on Page Eight)

Of the 400 voting delegates to
the Congress, only about 50 were
Negro, black power elements. But
upon stricture Cf the four Words,
the black power people' immediately threatened , to walk off the floor
and wibi-draw from the Congress.
There was, in partticular, one final
speech by a key black power advocate which was especially emoiblonal, but effective; and bang, for
reasons I still d!o not fuflly under-

with definite reasons to back them
up.
Each of these proposals 5s .the
result of a series of dorm meetings,
during which there was responsible and careful discussion as tto 1)
the rules and regulations desired
by the residents, and 2) a feasible
open house system.
Two dorm proposals have already been approved by the a/dim_ nistraition : Mary Low senior women have been given no hours,
with the key system, and FosssWoodmian, Miary Low - Douise Coburn have secured 12 p.m. weekday
curfews for freshman women.
Robins Hall, the only men's doran
to submit a proposal has asked for
open hou se hours torn 3:00 p.m. to
5:00 pan. and 7:00 px n.to 10:00 p.m.
on Monday through Friday, 12:00
to 12:00 on, Saturday, and 12 to 10
on Sunday. Each sftudent in the
dorm will assume the responsibility of being a cthaperone one hour
each week. Doors of rooms containing -women will be left open.
The vwmen in Butler Ball propose no hours with keys for upperClass students. Signouits indioafting
location and expected time o_ return are mandatary before baking
keys.
For freshmen women, bhe Butler plan, as stated above, would begin during Jan Plan. Finst semes-

ter hours are to be the same as
dorm closing.
Sturtevant and Taylor, dn addition to no hours with a sign'out
system, have asked thalt drinking
be permitted in rooms and noncoed lounges ait all times. Drinking, they request, is to be allowed
in the coed lounges on Friday
from 8'12 pan. and Saturdays from
12 to 12 and alt all social events.
Although these proopsatfs involve a change from tihe present
system, they contain nothing especially radical or extreme. On the
contrary, the college continues to
knew the whereabouts of students
at all times and open doors and
chaperones at open houses could,
in fact, be taken as an insult to
the integrity of the individual. It
must be emphasized that these
proposals should be regarded on
an experimental basis, which
should facilitate 'their 't-tpad approval.
Neverth-leiss, the status quo advocates in the a'dm!ini_.tra.tion are
being reminded by Rippon thaJt
"Tliese proopsalls have been carefully and though -fully ctrawn up,
arad thalt in each case, bhe students
seem fully aware of the duties and
responsibilities implicit in these
prosals." 'TMs point the administration cannot deny.

Visiting Professors Study
Jan. Plan, Program Two

An interest in Colby's January
program and the experimental
Program II recently attracted
three visiting professors from Harrington College, Barringiton, Rhode
Island. The trio consisted of Professor Hubert Reynhaut, Professor Marvin Wilson, and Professor
Marian Bean. Socio! Science, Religion, and Business Education are
their respective fi elds.
Bairrlngton, a Bliblioally-oi-ented
institution, is not affiliated With
any church organizations. According to Professor Wilson "there are
close to 30 denominations represented on campus." The visitors all
agreed that there are m<any differ-

ences between the two instltuttlons,
not the least ,of which is size. Barrin-glton has only 700 dtudents
where Colby lias more than twice
that number. Professor Reynhaut
felt that "ithe student body Is
slightly older alt Barrlngton, since
we have a larger number of m'arrled students and foreign students."
Barrlngton is going to initiate
an independent study plan this
January. The program will differ
greatly from Colby's: - .uther than
the indivUdi.aHze'd typo of system
at Colby, Barrtagton is delegating
topics to each iclass. Plans for bhe
(Continued on Pago Eight)

Gann ett Lecture

Malik: *Red China Is World 's Grea test Threat *

the Cold War, the emerging nations of Asia and Africa, the American racial -flifcu'a'tion and the rebellion of the American youth. These
problems demonstrate the necessity for heroism in diplomacy.
According to Malik, the four major gucdtlons we should ask albout
the war In Vidtnaan aro : Is it a
hopeless atawggle? Aro bhe objectives justifiable? When and Wow
oan we ond tho war? Will tho Vietnam conflict lead to a third world
According to Dr. Malik, wo live war ? To tho heroic dtaltetsmian
in an "age of possibility of great blieso quealblons suggest solutions
heroism"; l.o. tho problems tho rather than leaid to Impasses. SAmworld ifaces today provide tho op- ilai'ly, It Is til-rough tho highest orportun ity for (heroic dbatesmian- der of heroism thaJt all tho world
shilp. In order to find solutions, wo crista Will bo solved ,
must appraise our problem's "preTo Dr. Malik, Red China poses
cisely and profoundly"; a heroism tlio greatest long-rongo throat to
of bho highest order is required.
the world. Russia is basically WesDr. Malik highlighted man y cur- tern and European : "Thoro Is
ronlt World crisis Including tho n .thing Chinese 'that speaks to the
Vietnam conflict, fcho MHddlu KtaWt Western world n_3 does Doaftoyevsituati on , the power deadlock In alty, Kalflrti, Tolstoy and Chekhov."
tho U.N. tho throat of Rod China, Ulio common peril of China, inby Petor (Orthodox) Bassett
Dr, Charles H, Malik offered , in
bho first of the 1967-68 Oanndbt
Lectures, his views on tho struggle
for peace. The former Lebanese
foreign minister, ambassador to
the United States and President of
tho General Assembly of bhe United Nations in 1958-B9. Dr. Malik is
Nattons in 1058-59. Dr. Maillk is
highly qualified In the field of International relations,

creased politic-.!, economic and social interaction and military deterents will draw the United Sbates
and Russia together tilt the same
timo that , they further alienate tihe
two countries from China.

DR. CIIAKLES II, MALIK

Malik mai-ifcailna that Japan will
bo a major factor in the solution of
Asia's problem's within five years:
"Do not underestimate the power
of Japan ." Similarly Europe, boo,
will serve a major fundtkm in solving world problems wJion sho
emerges from her pres ent "pajrochiaT' role and assumes her proper
role as a bridge be/bwoon tho Unlited States and Russia.

There la groaJt spiritual promise,
Dr. Malik felt: "Thii gretubes . even .
Of bhe century Is what is happening to the churches," Tho growing
spiri t of ecumenism will provide
energies for 'the hemic sbate-Bn'a-ishlp so sorely needed In tho world
today, Within ten to 20 y ears, Dr.
Mfi.ll. forsoes the emergence of ono
faith for 'till Christians. Only whon
this occurs will bo of olo to solvo
(
our problems In the struggle for
world peace. "Etocauso God oxMa
and oversees . . . Christ's mind le
bho wj swor . .."

Thinking Ahead

Editorials:
Most of the individual dorm regulation proposals (see page one of
this issue for a fairl y detailed report on each) are sane,very reasonable
and show the desire for tlie assumption of the responsibility that for
so long the college has asked that we take. It says much for the wisdom of some of the petitioners that they asked that each part—hours,
liquor, and open dorms — be considered, accepted or rejected as separate entities.
The whole problem, as we see it, generall y boils down to open
dorms (i.e., parietal hours) . The ad-Dainistration has indicated several reasons for not permitting this situation to exist.
First, there is the problem of the invasion of privacy. Would the
"constan t" traffic in the dorms seriously curtail the amount of studying done on the whole? Would it prove annoying to those who were
trying t o study while others were entertaining? And, as one poor
thing pu t it: "How do we keep boys out of the room? "
In answer to these questions, let us say that if a solid majority of
the dorm residents ask for open dorms to begin with, we must assume there is some sort of general desire for them. If, upon going
through an experimental period , the dorm majority realizes that the
open dorm situation is contrary to what they expected , and is thus
undesirable in their dorm, they can always vote a severe cutback in
visiting hours or even the total abolition of them. To the girl who
wanted to know how to keep the boys out of her room, we would say,
jud ging from your statement, that you don't appear to be the type of
girl whose room boys would like to go in to start with. All else failing,
you could always disguise yourself as a leper.
Next we face the problem of sex, which is the main objection of
the administration and the trustees and is the main object of this editorial' It is generally felt that Boy plus Girl plus Bed Equal Premarital Sexual Relations. The psychological pressure of the "Bed Factor"
(we have statistics, quoth the administration) will turn harmless,
th edr harmless, naive way of life, and make them do nasty things
which anyone who is not a member of the Golby Community
would never do. Students are just not mature enough to face
the condition of being alone with a member of the opposite sex.
Besides, "she59 will invariably get pregnant, Colby will be associated
with Sodom and Gomorrah, and perhaps her parents will sue the
school, necessitating the mortgaging of Lorimer Chapel to pay the
piper.
In the same vein, the question of the morality of pre-marital sex,
the most valid argument the administration has, is presented. If ;, in
the opinion of the deans and the president, premarital sexual relations is immoral, the open dorm preposals will have little chance, f or
this harmonious quartet will permit nothing to exist among its 1500
charges that is contrary to its own deep-rooted moral upbringing.
We can probably start answering these questions by saying that if
two people want sex, they're going to have it, bed or not, Maine winter or not. In our society, however, the bed has lost its definition as "a
c
place to sleep" and is instead thought of as *a place to sex." There is,
if we dig back into our brains to pre-Colby days, a wide expanse of
situations that can take place in a bedroom between the borders of
Sleep and sex. A boy and a girt, a man and a woman, in private, can
break the figurative and literal ice that exists here, and talk, communicate, exchange ideas, mature, uplift each ether mentally and
spiritually, and wash away at least some of the hypocrisies that blemish their lives. They can laugh and cry and embrace and comfort and
kiss and love each other. They can become more potent and comprehending citizens in the genera 'fion to which the task of saving humanity from going under for the thSrd time falls. And they can lie
down together and sleep for a wh51e or they can have sex.
In regard to the legality and morality of sex or the physical Colby,
let us presen t one sound and simple proposal. Any girl at Colby wishing to participate in an open dorm situation should be required to
have a blanket "boy permission," much in the same sense that they
now have limited or blanket permissions with regard to other matters. This pcraiws-on would stipulate that the school is in no way liable for any sexual or psychological maladies that the girl becomes reci pient of; have it notarized for legality's sake. In this sense, the real
parents, and not the loco parentis , would decide the morality of the
student on an individual basis. Thus the student would have the opportunity to continue in the same manner of upbringing that s!he is
used to; she will not have one that is perhaps entirely contrary to her
own parents' imposed limits crammed down her threat. She will be
faced with the responsibility of being mature enough to impose those
limits upon herself.
The open dormitory situ ation can be a great experiment, another
phase — perhaps the greatest — in the truly amazing S'trider-lcd progress that Colby has made in the last seven years. The failure of tlie
administration and the trustees to at least give this proposal a chance
to prove itself — this year — will cause the Campus Mind to forgdt
this progress and develop a further unrest that could destroy} tne
name that Colby has so painstakingl y built.

R.S.L.

New Social Trends at Golby?

by Peter J ost
If an "outside agitator" were to survey this model campus and at the same time hear bfJ the long standing impasse over parietal hours, he would profoaM y ask why, if studen'ts really desire this "privilege," they
don't organize, picket, and otherwise agitate for the attainment of that objective.
The answer, of course, would fee frustrations into wholesome out- subterfuge and a devious Iaipsezat least partly related to the work door activity. One almost suspects faire situation.
load. What is -often termed "aipa- thalt this whole proMem is an adSooner or later ffihe situation
thy" really results from bhe rigors ministration design to develop would become intolerable. Someof a Colby education (with "a few harmless "social re-spons_bi_i_y"
one would have to take positive acexceptions). The only time that and "school spirit" a_mongst the
many students have to debate and youngsters, While everyone 'gradu- tion. 'Still another committee woufld
make noise ds during the week- ally forge'ts what all the clamor have to be formed, an Ad Hoe Vigilante Committee. These erstwhile
ends, on Friday and Saturday concerns.
nights.
A much more likely possibility, white knigfats, like their defterjgentThis brings us to an interesting however, is that the present situa- vending counterpart.}, would patrWl
proiblem. Discounting the possibil- tion will degenerate into frustra- the campus in righteous armor, rouity o-f a real "blow-up" over the tion and apathy. Our "silent gen- ting, out the smudges of human lu'st
eration" will split into two groups. staining our cleian, white existence.
situation, for which most Cofflby
students have neither the time nor Moist persons will passively accept, Of course, if any Negro . menfllbeis
s __ou_d
the inclination, wfoait wou-d be ithe for the fear otf discipline, the res- of the Oo'lby community
'
wish
to
crusade,
they
I'm
sure
most likely result off "free-ifiime trictions. A smaller group of (more
would
also
given
the
dhance
to
'be
agitation" for parietal Siours? intrepid souls who like to live danprove
themselves
stronger
than
"
Quite obviously, these demoni-tra- gerously-breaking ruEtes they contions would become a substitute sidered absurd, would probaMy go dirt. Regardless of color, with alll
for social life, an end in them- ahead with their own '^private" the vim oi the legendary Ajax,
selves, -haft would soon replace the parietal hours, despite occasional these falbulous crusaders <wouM
fraternity party as the standard apprehensions and crucifixions. turn the tide against evil with sal¦
form, of entertainment on ibhe Col- Ehis "cheating" would probaMy vos of DuzJt (sic.) defeating deby campus. Every Friday and Sat- degenerate into more sneaMng tection. (Can you find the seven
urday nights we could all line up around, encouraged by the gradual awful ipuns in this sentence?)
Whether aipaithy, rage, or cynical
in front of Bustis and shout our dissipation of ill-will ' and its reheads off , thereby diverting am our placement 'by a state of "no wiM," disobedience result from the failure
to deal with this question, the result wi>ll toe harmful to Colby ColCONJECTURES
lege - more harm_full, in fact, flhan
the risks involved in trying open
houses. As soon as it becomes more
relevant to talk of such situations
in sudsy absurdities, rather fahtan
in serious terms, something % ail
by Elliot Jospin
the personal morality of three peo
washed up, even if we're too busy
(Continued on Page Eight)
The activity over new social regto picket and protest.
ulations which up till now 'has centered around the students in dorm
meetings, has now shifted to Eustis as the students have begun
sending their proposals t'o the
Deans for approval. In the past
sending a proposal to the Deans
was not unlike two eleph'ants mating everything: occurred at , a very
high level, much dusit Was raised,
but nothing happened for at lea^t
two years. What will happen this
year is anybody's guess.
In an interview this past Monday, Dean Seaman, though not specifying the format the proposals
should take, emphasized the need
for "good, honest, straight taUk".
When questioned further, Dean
Seaman suggested thalt once the
proposal was suibmiDtted, a meeting Bill Postnoy Points Out John Kecheiian 's Art Work
be arranged between tSie Deans
and the entire dorm - in "the ease
of large dorms such as Dana representatives would be needed - to
discuss tihe proposal. Hopefully at
this meeting a consensus, could be
reached and any new rules would
Office: Roberta Union, Call TR 2-2791, Ext 240
go into effect.
Box 1014, Colby College. Waterville, Maine
The Deans' effort to go out into
the dorms and speak with bhe stuFounded 1877. Published weekly except during vacations and examindents is, of course, conunendaJble ation periods by the students of Colby College; printed by the Eagle
and is a stop long overdue. How- Publishing Co., Inc., Gardiner, Maine. Charter members of the New
Intercollegiate Newspaper Association. Represented by Nationever, there Is another side to this England
al Advertising Service, Inc. Subscription rates: Students $8.50; Faculty
now approach. Dean Seaman nta/de free; all others $8.60. Newsstand price: fifteen cents per copy.
it quite plain thalt Colby "isn't a
Entered as second class matter at the Post Office at Waterville, Maine.
democracy", adding tflra't the Deans Acceptance
by mailing at special rate of postage provided for in section
would have final say as to Wh'aJt 1108, Act of October 3, 1017, auth orized Decemb er 24, 1918.
was approved. When asked What
AM opinions in .his newspaper not otherwise idenl-lfied are those of
tho Deans used as the basis for the OOLBY ECHO. Menlblon the ECHO When you buy.
Tho ECHO asevaluating tho proposals, Dean sumes no responsibility for unsolicited manuiscrlpi-S. Name, address, an'd
Seaman said they were seen in the campus .phone numbers must accompany allil letters to tho editor. "These
bo Wllthheld from publication alt author's request.
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''Long Hot Fall"

Howard Universit y. A Good Look
Is The Peace Corps
by Richard Anthony, CPS
WASHINGTON (CPS) — Georgia Avenue is the main route from official Wa shAn Adequate Answer? ington
to Howard University.
y Walter Effron

As one of the most selfless and idealistic aspects of our foreign policy the Peace Corps comes in for much praise; more praise in fact
I
b
than its effectiveness or relevance merit, and it is time to redress the
balance.
For the American, the Peace Corps offers a grand opportunity —
Ito see the world, to broaden horizons and experience. Living with
Ithe people of an alien culture and under primative conditions no
doubt breeds humility; one sees the disease and starvation of the
Asian and African and realizes the good fortune of his own affluence.
The daily battle to survive, which is what comprises the life of many
Indians, is something most of us never have to think of. A Peace
Corpsman, perhaps 'better th'an anyone else, can see that grand passions are not the dtuff of which life is made they are the luxury of the
living full or beautiful lives, they know only hunger. Many Corpsmen
will no doubt carry with them through life a commitment to try somehow to alleviate the unending physical hardships of many. In stimulating this feeling of obligation of the affluent for the less advantaged
Ithe Peace Corps serves well.
The trouble with the Peace Corps is not that it does harm but simply that as an agency to improve the lives of those on the brink of extinction it is quite worthless. In fact, any effort initiated by an affluent westerner to improve the living conditions in, say, India will
probaJbly be met with apathy. When Starving people do not have the
initiative to improve their own lot by changing the way in which
things are done, it is quite futile for an eager American to try and
convince them of the merits of learning English or of partaking in a
daily physical conditioning program.
In India a small minority,of the population is well fed and lives in
ease; a much larger number of people chooses to scayange garbage
thrown out in the Street, rather than, in mass, to demand food somehow so long as there are people in the country living unconscionably
in affluence. When the people of an underdeveloped country do not
have the sel'f-assertation or belief in their own worth to get together
and throw out the bumsuckers who are sitting on them, there is little
anyone from , the outside can effect.
The Peace Corps does not come to grips with the major problem
of backward nations : the exploitation of the many by the few. Whether a_ry^tngrs3ve-revoltitiorrby the-people themselves, can redress
these gross inequities is an open question and must be investigated.
One thing seems certain, however; we had best look beyond the Peace
Corps 'for a solution, and soon. The apathy and self-effacement cannot last,forever, even if we wish it, and the consequences, as in Vietnam, will be fierce.

Sytrtposium I

It is a broad , straight road , well-paved and well-maintained , but it is bordered
by the dingy, interminable rows of two-bit business establishments that readily
identif y the area as a black ghetto— poolhalls , barber shops with their stripe d barber poles askew , second-hand clothin g stores , bars with their neon window signs
flickering half-lighted , a food market overflowin g the ground floor of a turn- ofcentur y brick warehouse .

The sights to be seen along
Georgia Avenue help ibo explain
why Howard may be in for a
"long, hot fall." The message of
the ghetto, forcibly brought hoane
to the country at large this summer, is also getting through to
Howard. Unfortunately, Howard is
iM-prepared to receive it.
Among Negro coill&ges, Howard
has always held a special place. Although suffering from the p'aternailism and conservalBism. that is
characteristic of Negro colleges
genenrally, Howard lias had a good
repulfcaJtion academically and has
been known as w&H as the place
Where Negro leaders — "the black
bourgeoisie" — get their start.
In the broadest sense, it lis the
question of What kind of leaders
Howard stiould be producing that
lieis behind the present unrest al
the school.
Implants White Values
I_ynda Blumenthial, white dn>
struJctor at the school fox the ptast
two years, says Howard has traditionally tried to implant white values in its students.
She explains thalt Howard h'as
tended to reinforce 'the "negaitSve
idenltfifieaition" by students toward
their being black. "Now the students are learning to be proud of
being black," she Says. "They have
confidence in themselves. That's
Why they're more critical of psa/fcernalism alt Howard."
The issue of student power and
black power are not really separate issues, according to Miss Blumenthal. Talks with student leaders confirm this judgement.
Ewart Brown, president of the
Student Assembly, and the leader
of the group of more than 150 students and faculty who walked out

during Howard President James
Nabrit's ....opening ....address —last
month, wants Howard to create a
black leadership that does not accept white values.
"Black leadership must be developed in the black universities,"
Brown said. "We need leaders who
can infiltrate the system and not
be Uncle Toms."
Brown and other student leaders are devoting most of their efforts now to winning student control over 'non-academic affairs,"
particularly over disciplinary matters.
They are conifide__t. "The student
body this year has the detertnSna.tion to do things," says Tom Myles,
head of tihe Student Rights Organization. "We're more unified than
ever."
Myles expects strong support
from the freshmen. "This ye_.ir*ls
freshmen are more aware, more
militant," he explains. "They're t-he
'Birmingham
babies;'
they've
grown up with the movement."
According to Brown, Howard
President James N__br_t Was indicated that concessions will be mlade
to the students. Greiater student
coi-tro- over di'sdpltaary matters is
probably in the offing.
But ithe concessions miay not be
enough to keep Howard from having a long, hot fall. The legacy of
bitterness from las.t spring's conflicts between students and tihe adm- ni£.traJ-ion will make a peacefull
resoiution of present con-flicta hard
to come by.
Throughout last year, protesta
over miatters affecting student
rights escalated on the campus.
Mialfcters first caane to a head, however, when draft director Gen.
Lewis Hershey arrived on campus

to give a speech. A group protesting the sending of Negroes to Vietnam greeted him with signs and
chants. He left without delivering
his talk.
Though tihe group protesting
Hershey's visit was small, ilfcs numbers grew When the university
sdhe-luled he'aranigs for four students charged with leading the
Hershey demonstration.
A group of atuidenl-S broke up the
heairing. They charged that the administration had named one of Wie
four students, Robin Gregory, because she had become a symbol of
black power on campus.
.Miss Gregory, who was elected
homecoming queen lasft (Ball, wm at
the time part of a women's group
associated with, tihe Black Power
Committee and the Student NonViolent Co-ordinating Commi_tee
(SNOG).
Finally, in May, a one-day boycott was organized by a coalition
of student groups to dramatize six
student demands. One of these was
the demand that no one be disciplined for political activities on
campus.
As a result of the boycott President Nabrit agreed to meet with
the leaders of the coalition. They
say he committed himself at the
time to foregoing any disciplinary
measures against political activists.
Nabrit and an assistant dean who
attended the meeting, Carl Anderson, deny it.
In any case, this past summer 1_
students were expelled and five
faculty members notified tth'at they
would not be rehired. The university took the action in mild-June,
wMiout prior nOltlces and without

hearings.
The faculty members and four of
the students took the case to
court. In the course of proceedings
it was revealed that dean Anderson
had prepared memoranda for the
dean of situdenltis listing students
Who were mosft actively involved
in protests.
One of the Hats, dated April BO,
reg
worked
with
VISTA
and
voter
Second Revolution" by Henry Lee
listed
one group of students under
Thompson, student, who (has istraltion.
th e headi n g " Black Power" faction, and anbtfher under Student
Rlgihjbs Organization.
It aJlso contained the suggesfMon
thalt SNOC aaid the Oonununi-rt
Bartby were behind the "demon,a
l
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Toward A Definition Of Black Powe
by Deborah Diggs

¦

sultant for New Jersey's Commission
on Disorder.
Black Power is a phrase that is
The depth of the Bla'ck Power
frequently used and o_ten misunderstood. During the weekend of movement makes it a difficult subOc-dber 6 and 7, three Black Pow- ject for a symposium. Some of the
er advocartes will be alt Colby to basic issues these three speakers
Participate in ithe scheduled Black hope to cover are what the Black
Power Movement represents, tho
Power symposium.
various meanings of Black Power
The purpose of the symposium
and the ltnipH'cablons of each,
will be to provide us with a broaid
tho feasibility of the goals In
undor-ifcan'ding of the Various conBlaick Power; and other aspects oi
cepts of Black Power. The speakthe movement including its coners will also be concerned with the
nection with violence and the role
rndthods and goals of this moveof the white man In the movement.
wont. All three of the speakers
The symposium will try to show to
havo boon active participants in
Colby students - many of whom
freedom movement's and redevelophave never been subjected to any
ment prognams.
form of Black Power - just what
Rudy Lombard, now employed this movement means and What it
with the New Careers TMnilng will load to.
¦
¦
Lab ait NYU, Is
tho former Naltlon- ¦ The schedule for
bho weekend
al Vlce-oboJlrman of CORE. He will be:
served this posit from 1061 until FRIDAY, OCTOBER 0:
1&05, during which time ho did
8:00 p.m. Given Auditorium, LeccoiDcontratod work In 8 southern tures by all three men. Following
and 4 nortihern states.
t ho lectures, there will bo a reLoroy Boston has boon aotlvo at ception In the Foss-Woodman liva grass roota level for the post 12 ing room.
years, involving hllmsolif in vad'oua SATURDAY, OCTOBER
.:
eomimunlby aotlon programs. He Is
2:00 p.m. Panel discussion with
Presently working with tho Op- questions and comments from the
portunities Indu stniallznJMon Cor- audHenco, In Smith Lounge,
poration in . Boston.
B:00 p.m. FaJculty panel including
Jacob Cohon wajj tho co-au'bhor Mr, Mavrinac, Government; Dean
with James Farmer (bho National RosontiWal ; and Chaplain Hudson
Ohoilnman at CORHD) of tlio book In Given Audltodum.
Urocdom Wlion ? Ho Is tho former SUNDAY, OCTOBER 8:
editor of OOR-ffl'a nwnafas-lno, Free
Morning Worship, Lorimer Chapnn d Equal. Presently, ho Is a con- el. Sormon, ^BJaok Power - bho

symposium i |^^ H
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Have's AOLU tywyor asked him
to forogo applying any e»fcra-4egvu.
(Continued on Pago Nino)
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The World Turned Upside Down
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Petrocelli

by Wayne A. Nado
The air was crisp in the M3aj i_h
Florida , sunshine. Baseballs crackled Off the new hickory and ash
of major league baseball bats, as
lean and eager rookies chased line
drlives hou-ieing1 along Tom Ylawkey's money-green turf. The long
winter's lethargy was gradually
wearing off the Boston Red Sox
though perhaps the Hub press
wags might have told you that the
long summer lethargy would soon
set in. The Red Sox were a long
e-.balb'-ished aisowran m the American League. A succession of managers and coaches from Lou
Boudreau to Bi'lly Herman had
found it impossible to mold a winning Red Sox team. The players
were the over-fed pelts .of a millionnlaire owner who'd produced
one pennant winner in 30 years of
proprietorship. And newly appointed (manager Dick Williaan-was merely expected to collect Ms
pay check, develop his ulcers, and
pilot his colorless flock into the
safe anonymity of the league's
lower standings.
An annually opti-nriistio HeraMTraveler jreponter asked the neophyte Williams, "Dick, how <does
this clulb shape up for '67?" Wlith
only the barest hint of a Wink, Ithe
writer jotted down Williiams', "Weill
Al, this is 'a te»am thJat could finish
very near the top." He cBnisheid his
interview and went iaway wMeltliing
"The World Turned Upside Down."
At the close of spring ItraJinling >&
national poll of such newspaiper
scribes was to overwhelmingly predict a deep ninth 'place finish (for
the Sox.
And now in October, that seia'son
is over. Now Ifche knowing pessimism
of the baseball World 'and ifche n'aJlve
optimism of Dick Wi-liaims are both
hisitiory, filed 'away- until it will toe
time to iplaiy out tihe same scene
again. During Ibhe sdason jus.t passed, all went a/s planned except 'for
one small litem; the world Iburned
upside down. 1967 will long be remembered as the Red Sox stood on
their heads. A young- pitcher named
Lonborg, who hadn't had 'a Winning
season dlnice he pitdhed in 'the Carolina League three years 'ago, won
twenty-'bwo games, A mild mannered outfielder warned YaSbrzemiskl,
Who ha'd Wit a meager sixteen liome
runs ibhe previous year, began IbtoistIng the ibaJl'l into the bleachera Hike
no Bostonilam had done "since 'Ted
Williams. The same YaStrzemisM
spent the summer knocking In minis
at a league leading paico; he built
a bdbter batblng average than 'the
Orioles' Prank Robilnsion unid bocame the league's leading Mbboir, A
"Triple Crown" Winner!
For twenty ytieuvathe Rod Sox (hlad
bho worst dcferis'lve infield Iin ibhe
league. Suddenly, it was one of Ibhe
best. Rico Pdtrocolili dovc-opcid Unlto
an 'all-star yhorbsbop. Gwrgo Scolt/fc
boo-ume basebanir's best fielding first
baseman since Gil Hodges, while
hlitbing ,300 in tho 'process. Rookie
second basem'an, Mike Amdrcww, began making double iplnyia. A Ibravdled iniioldor, Jerry Ad'allr, (began
turning 'opponent's base hits 'Mo
simple outs. Tho BoBbon mound
staff Stared In dlsbelldf 'als Ibhe bulwark of dofonise focMnd them girew
and bholr earned
run averages

shrank.
The fans toegtan flocking to Fenway to see the miracle of Jersey
Street. At first incredulous, they
soon became believers, aind Boston
caught a raging pennant fever the
like of which 'baseball had never
seen^ New Engianders poured thru
the turnstile's oif the ib-uHpark in
torrents. At seteon's end, the Sox
had played before crowds wh_ _h
averaged 70% lof 'capacity, gomething no team, had ever done before. Subway strap hangers (argued
Williams' latesit strategy "til they'd
iMden foeyonl their stops. Coffee
breaks lengthened into half hours
While the boss Chiimself argued about
how to faJce KiMeforew. "Think Pennanft," and "Go, Red Sox!" The
Bean'fcown baselbaHers brightened
the rainiest, foggiest summer in
Boslton memory, and Old I>aime Boston gathered up her dampened
skirts and raced down from Beacon Hill to munch peanuts and roar
"Yaz" from a hardboard toleaJcher
seat. The SaltonBtaMs and the Kennedys 'Slapped each other nn ithe
back and chorused (loud hurrahts as
Conigliaro Slammed artd-her home
run. Taciturn farmers from up Vermont oaoklec} through %eir corncob pipes as Santiago quenched a
K.C. rally and won another ifor the
Red. Holts. Cinderella Hose!
Why did it all (happen? How did
it all come about? No one dared to
question it, 'for fear it all might toe
an illusion, a sort of Midsummer's
Night Hardlbaiil Dream. The Dream
has been a te'am effort , tout not
Without individual is't ando-uts.
THE NEW YAZ
An intensive training produced
a -dimmer Carl Yastrzemski, slimmer through the waist With more
whiplash in his swing, while leaving his weight at an unchanged
183. Carl has not wilted in late season 1967 as he has in past years.
An'd he has been notitcaibly more
relaxed, even under the intensive
pressure oif a Ifour team pennant
race.
"This is the 'ty pe Of pressure Ith'at
a an'ajor league lba_l player thrives
on," said Yaz. "In my previous (6)
years wiith 'the Sox,' fighting ifco s _ay
out of ibhe cellar while some o'f the
complacent men on our dub loalfed,
would only Ifru'strate me."
Carl's no longer uptight with the
collar, and the relaxation h'as
shown in his swing. His ibradcmarlc
In «other seasons was an i'behy-jerky baftting 'grip, wiggling "the stick
behind his oar while waiting for
bhe pitch. The new cool Carl hois
Icily driven homer aifter homer into
the righ'tfilold seats and driven
pitcher after pitcher into 'the visiting to-tm's shower. Thus George
Bearde's exorcises 'and Carl Yastrzomskl's maiturlty have produced
the mosit accomplished leaguer 'of
1067, and helped tho Bosox Dream
to ibecomo a realllty.
-—Dick's DreamPerhaps in a personal sense wo
might do bettor 'to call -ho '67 season Dick's Draaim, Though la manager novor comes bo bolt during a
saason, and never has the ibhan'oe
to pitch his team out io!f a Mo inning j am, he la the unost Vitally
involved person in a, twMelulb'-i uniform. Whon (iho season's play Is
analyzed, lit la ho Who Will receive

the credit or blame for what Ithe
team has done or n'ot done. He
either takes the glory or takes the
rap for the 25 men who play under
him. And thus it is, that every
rookie manager dreams of a maiden season such as WiUliains h'as
had with the Red ®ox. Most do Bitot
have it; Williams did. Why?
Dick would toe the first to 'admit
that two prime reasons would be
his ball players' at-itu'de and lady
hick. But Williams himself is' responsible, too. Dick (is young (at 37
he is older than only (Dave Bitis-oS
of the Reds, 33, 'among major
league managers) and has the fire
and the drive of yotith. Ju_ .t as important is his ability to transmit
this animation to the minds of Qiiis
players. He blends this with a
warm and keen sense of humj or,
something entirely laj cking in Ms
predecessors: bland Herman, uptight Pesky, boy-scout Jurges, and
laconic Mike Higgins. Williams is
a "go getter!". An improvement!
He meets.the players on their own
level because he knows them as
teammates. Three years ago he
was a utility man on this sarnie
ball club. Most of the players who
are new to the ioluto ^ince ibhen are
men that Dick Himcself has worked
with ait Toronto during the Williams' two year term as Map!le
Leaf manager. (Toronto is the Sox
top farm dluto.)
The most important answers Williams has so far come up with have
been at Kenmore Squ'are. Here
Where the Sox home games are
won or lost, Willifums has found
answers -hat Wave won 'Series $
shares for his Itoaill 'Club. He's m'ade
a running team of Ms former flatfoots ; while firmly telling Yaz (to
stop Wis headstrong and fruitless
daring on (the ibase-3.aths. Oari now
goes for 'the exltra base only when
he has a chance of gobbing it. Williams has turned George Scott
from a .245 batter Into a .300 (Witter, by telling him ito stop going Ifor
the long ball. Scotty hit 'fewer
home runs this year, but doubled
his value to the ba/M 'club by {becoming a productive 'clutch OBI
man.
—Rookies Produce—
Three more tspaiktog WllHaons'
answers have been former Torontonians Sparky Lyle, Reggie Smilth,
and Mike Andrews. I_yie has transformed from an unknown, ''future
prospect" into the dlub's ace leflty
reliever. Smith, has proven himself
capable both at bat and in tflio
field. Reggie's Ithrowlng aran,
when he learns to control it, Will
be the best at 'bho :centerifiold position in baseball. Andrews is a
rangy 6'3" second Ibaseman who
loves to spank dou'Wes off bho leftfield wall at (Fenway Park, avnd
Who's shown quick Wi'tted, maslterful play around ifclie second toaiso
bag.
Why tliey'ro good Is Ward work,
to put It simply. In spring ibralnlng
Williams ran tho longest "sweat
sessions" of any Bosox skipper In
memory. Even late In the regular
season he would ai»slgn exttra 'balttlng practice Whon warranted, but
by thon .bho flighting Rod Sox were
Volunteering for It. He's called tho
shots, made thorn ltus.lo, and ts'tiid,
(Continued on Page Five)
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MULE KICKS

by Bill Surges
lanned
to resume the crusade for a "Liberal Arts
ee
k
I
had
p
This w
League " that I began last year, but that seems a bit unnecessary, or
even redundant : UNH 42 - COLBY 0; this week's opponent, powerhouse Northeastern ; next week's per enni ally strong Springfield. So
instead, this observer will t ry to pick a few winners out erf the proverbial h'at.
Starting out with our Mayflower Mules : Northeastern as good as
UN'H, they've outseored Bridgeport and C. W. Posit , 60-7. They gave
the Mules a licking last year, but the game was not runaway (17-6) .
N.U. is stronger this year, so tough fullback Bill Curran and Co. will
wear down the thin Mules. The Huskies defense is great. NORTHEASTERN 33 - COLBY 12.
Bates' Bobcats play host to Trinity in what will be a tossup. Look
for the Lewiston bunch to come out on top though. BATES 27 TRINITY 20.
Bowdoin greets Wesleyan at Brunswick and the Cardinals should
wear out there the welcome mat. Bowdoin signal caller Dick Parmenter is capable of great things, 'but the men from Connecticut are
coming off a Litt le Thr ee tit le season and have excellent st rengt h in
the lines and the kicking game. Despite the help th ey will receive fr om
newl y eligible frosh, the Polar Bears will freeze. WESLEYAN 21 -

BOWDOIN 6

-^-IVI'ES OPEN LEAGUE SEASON—
The hi ghly competitive Ivy League, with what just might be a six
t eam race this year, gets underway this weekend. Penn hosts Brown
in Ph'illy and Princeton travels to New York' s Baker Field for an encoun t er with surprising Columbia. The other Ivies are all in independent encounters.
Brown dropped one to Rhode Island last Saturday and displayed
vir tu ally no offense in doing so. Thus the Bruins should not be too
much for Penn's soph laden defense to handle in between star quarterback Bill Creeden 's heroics. The Quakers in a runaway. PENN 43
- BROWN 23.
Princeton's Ti gers barely survived their opener with arch-rival Rutgers, while the Broadway Lions were knocking off a hi ghly regarded
Col gate eleven, Princeton has top sophs, but they may not be ready,
while Columbia lacks depth. It should be a free-for-all, however, and
I look for the Lion defenders to give their talented offensive mlates,
led b y top Ivy quarterback Marty Domrese and halfback Jim O'Connor , enough to help to pin an upset on the Jerseyites. COLUMBIA
35 - PRINCETON 31.
—HARVARD IN INDEPENDENT ENCOUNTER—
Harvard squares off at the Stadium against hi ghl y rated Boston
University. BU will be up f or this one, bu't the Johnnies are in hi gh
gear. Looking f or an o ther surprising year f or t he Crimson , HARVARD 31 - BU 21.
Yale's Bulldog was knocked off last week and it appears as if he's
lost some bite since the injury to pacesetter Brian Dowling. They 'll
still be too much for this veteran UCon squad. The Huskies are a
year away. YALE 21 - UCONN 7.
Dartmou th and UMass waged an aH-out Indian war last weekend
and the New Hampshire tribe came out on top. Even without the
great Mickey Beard , the Big Green are tough. Coach Tom Boisture
said his Crusaders could win all ten. Sorry coach , they won 't. Ryzewicz is great. DARTMOUTH 20 - HOLY CROSS 15 in a squeaker.
Cornell's Big Red travels to Hamilton, New York where Colgate's
Raiders are still smarting from a 17-14 loss to Columbia. Colgate's
defense will have its hands full against Cornell's explosive running
backs , but just on a hunch look for Ron Burton to handle the Big
Red's huge defense. COLGATE 24 — CORNELL 17.
—YANKEE CONFERENCE ACTION—
UNH handled our Mules easily last week, but could have a tough
time with inspiried Rhode Island. The Rams are sort of an unknown
quantity this year, but UN'H is loaded. UNH 21 - URI 6.
Both the Black Bears of Maine and the Catamounts of Vermont
have found the going rough at times this year. UVM ha'lfgack Mitchell is a good one, but loalc for the Bears to be unfriendly guests and
pin a setback on Vermont's Yankee Conference title hopes. MAINE
14 - UVM 8. '
—CADETS FACE DUKE CHARGE5Army knocked off Boston College last week, but Duke still presents
a stem challenge. Al Woodall and Larry Davis are QB's for . the Blue
Devils, While soph Roger LdDcoux has jnoved in at the helm for
coach Tom Cahill' s Cadets. The Black Kni ghts are on their way to
a top ten slot. ARMY 22 - DUKE 21 .
( Maryland's Terrapins have the unenviable task o'f trying to foil
Syracuse's great running attack, buil t around A'11-American Larry
Csonka. Tlie Orange is a laughter. SYRACUSE 41 -' MARYLAND
12.
I'll hang myself a few more times . . . poor Iowa must incur the
wrath of stung Notre Dame,. 43-14 . . . Purdue could be num'ber
one , they'll have no trou'M e with Northwestern , 21-0 . . . Navy Will
surprise Michi gan at Ann Arbor on Cart-wright pitches to Tay lor ancl
Mu rray, 28-27 . . . Michigan State Abounds vs. Wisconsin, 37-20.
• . . Miami could be in for troubl e against the Green Wave of Tu'anes and Bdbby Duhon , but wc doubt it , Miami 27-14 .

Saturday 's Outlook

Mules Meet NU on Gridiron

Colby 's football Mules take to
the road again t'Ms weekend anfd
in doing so will again be in way
over their heads. The McGeemen
face
Northeastern
'powerhouse
(h ow do such unrealistic opponents get on the schedule?) at the
Kent Street Field in Brookline,
Massachusetts.
Coach Joe ZablisM ha's his Huskies off and rolling toward a sixth
straight winning season, in this, h'is
20th year at the Huskie head post.
The N. U. eleven routed hiajples's
C. W. Post, 37^0 in thei r opener
t wo w eek s ago, and then came
back strong against a Bridgeport
team th'at is loaded. The Husk-ieS
knocked off Bridgeport Saturday,
23-7. To further illustrate the
strength of Northeastern, B.U. just
barely got by Bridgeport's Purple
Knights in a scrimmage.
—Connors At The Helm—
Sophomore Bab Connors has won
the Husky quarterback job from
returnees Lou Tomiasello and Bolb
Mara. He's a good one who h'as
h'ad special success on the rollout.
He'll be the key t o the type of
game Northeastern will play. If his
passing is off , he's equally effective afoot.
Fullback Bill Curran is the big
man for the Bo'ston school. The
tough-to-brinig-down Curran set a
school scoring record last year and
has been comipared favorably with
former Huskie great Bdb Oappadonna, now with the pros.
Breakaway halfbacks John Fernandez an'd Jack Martinelli return
and they'll be used almost exclusively on sweeps and off tackle
plays behind a • veteran offensive
line.
—Platoon—
The Huskies will platoon to a
great ex-tent , but one Huskie who

may see ¦ double duty is All-New
England guard - linebacker MMce
Donovan. He'll alternate with offensive guards Bob Horan and Bill
Gannon , and linehackers Jam Connolly, John Freeman, an d D ave
'
Sullivan.
Jim Davis and Chuck Buckley
will be on the receiving end of
Connors' passing attack, as well as
Fernandez and Martinelli, tihe halfbacks. Tough Dick Anderson and
Captain Craig McDonald are good
defensive ends and the tackle dut ies, both offensively and defensively, are split among Dennis Banei>wicz, Mike Bronchuk, Paul McDonald and Stan Ma'ekerwicz. Dennis Walsh will open at center, an'd
he's a fine blocker, especially on
pass plays.
—Mules In Fast Company—
What can we say? Through no
fault of their own the Mules are
again in coorapany far too fas..- The
Colbyites simply do not have the

manpower to come back victorious.
We don't like to -say it, but what
good is it to play football, or any
other gam e, if you? take a sound
thrashing three Saturday's out of
four? Sure, those who compose the
schedule m'ay point to the fact that
the U Maine's and UNH's are being dropped, the Hoibarts are being added. But what lack of foresight on their part allows a schedule that oalls for Colhy to face
CJNH, Northeastern, an'd Springfield on three successive Saturday's this season ? By 1969, at le&st,
(or alas) things will be better.
All this deiparttmen.1 • can - do is
wish the Mu'les luck and hope that
they return from the trip, as they
miraculously did from the UNCH
fiasco, merital'ly and physically
well enough to do a good job
against Bates, Bowdoin, and MMA.
Victory, agai n, is too much to ask
for on Saturday. And next week :
Springfield.

The World Upside Down Cont 'd

(Continued from Page Four)
'Tim boss, man'" Early in ith e year
he did away wit'h the position of
team captain, which he 'considered
an unwanted 'division of (h'is authority. "Fline with one," grinned
ex-captain Yas.rzenrc.ki. "I never
wanted the title. My job is hutting
basebaills."
The continuing list of vital elements in 'the Red Sox' success machine is a long one. But two certainties to be near the top are
George Scott and Rico Petrocelli.
Soott's exquisite play in 'the i_ i e_d
has already ibecome a Fenway
Park legend, the antithesis of /fo rmer incumbent Stoneflngors Dick
Stuart. Scott, dubbed "Twiggy" because of his grace (genuine) and
form (as pudgy aS Twiggy is silton),
was a streaky Milter in his rookie
season of '66. 'He started cult Itlhe
'67 season trying to hit home runs,
couldn 't 'hit a lick, and was so'on
banished in favor oif Tony iHoi.ton.
After brooding on the 'bench for
awhile, he worked himself hack
into the starting lineup land won a
game for the Sox on June 3rd
with opportune hitting. Ever alfiter ,
"Twiggy" was on tihe upswing,
building 'his .220 average to a
staunch ,304, 'Carrying the Bosox
with him.
—Rico—
Petrocelli has had a peivduflar
season. Ho started high, Ifieldlnig
flawlessly and knocking homeruns,
looking like the 'best Boston shortstolp since Joe Cron'In. This earned
him a starting berth on Who American League ATI-Star Team.
However, In July Rico began Ibo
slump. Ho Suffered an dn _ ury,
stayed out of laotlon (longer Ibh'an
his doctor had slated would Ibo
necessary, eamo btodk 'briefly, and
loft tho 'clubhouse in a toluo funic,
clalmllng ho hurt whon ho -p/layed
so wns going homo. Ono ' or two
sports writers accused h.m of mall-

mgering, which caused him to clam
up and talk to no one. After another spell on 'the (bench , Petro reentered the line-up, replacing Jerry Adair who'd filled in solidly in
R ico 's absence. It was an uphill
figh t for Petrocelli , but by 'late
August 'he was once again a crack
shortstop and had raised his average iback to a respectible ,260. It is
fitting that R'ico made tihe last ,
pennant cliroching out o'f the season for {Boston just moments after
having been knocked prone by a
face smashing ibouncer ; Rico is a
fighter Who always 'comes hack.
"Rico runs like a hun chbacked
old woman. He seems moody an'd
laeks confidence. But you >s.hiould
reserve judgment on him "bM you
watch him play baseball!, He's a
winner." Thus a Qulivcy, Mass.,
sports-scribe defended tihe uncertain but starry shortstop.
One could go on and on. Every
man on the Sox ro'slter has Iboen a
hero at some time durln'g the '67
season. Players like Dallton Jones
and Jose Tarta'bull have '-.topped
off the Ibonioli to win ballga/mes.
Tarbabull's sflap Bimglo in the 16th
Inning won an early season K.C.
marathon for Boston, while a
Jones late inning homer at Detroi t
salvaged a near loss in a cruela.
September series. These are reasons why tlio Rod Sox this year won
more games than they lost 'in enemy .ballparks for tho Iflrst blmo
during tho 190O's. And at this juncture, a tip o'f Itho hat nrnslt go to
Jerry Adair, who may well 'bo Itho
league's most vailunJble utility man
both for his experienced floldin'g
and authorfatlvo hitting. Ho haa
proven ibo be a top notch fill-i n nt
third , Shoilt and second , and in
each Instance has played so woll
that ho Was won the regular job
for a time from the m'an whom
he's replaced.
Now, ono may wonder What has

h urt the Red Sox. Why didn 't this
group of superstars 'breeze to the
American League pennant? Perhaps the key 'lies in t!he beaning of
slugging rlghbfie'lder Tony Conigliaro, an injury which ended his
season in August. Perhaps it was
the summer-long lack of a catcher
who could Mt 'conslsfcantly. Blston
Howard , former New Yori- Yankee sta'lwarlt and veteran of many
World Series, failed to hit aibove
.140 after being traded to bhe Sox ,
though ho proved to be a sage
handler of pitchers, Backstops
Mike Ryan and RuSs Gibson were
b oth ineffective 'Offensively or
perhaps it was the lack of a second
big Winning ipitcher behind Jim
Lonborg. This baJW strike-out artist
served as the 'b ellwether of bhe
mound corps , tout neither Gary
Belli, Lee Stange, Jose Santiago, or
DarrOl Brandon could 'be depended
on to furnish regularly effective
starting 'pitching behind him, 'Bell
came to the Sox in _. trade , won
his first five 'gaimcs, and then hecame a question mark who nvany
days would have nothing on the
ball, Stange is a slow working artist who would often tire in the
early innings. Likewise top reliever Wyatt was often erratic. And
then thoro was 'lady luck ; 'th e Sox
In Juno and July accumuiatcd a
series of ten one mn losses, sprinkled with victories, but every loss
being by a single run. They finally
brake 'th e skoln with & two run
log's. If only . . .? But (then , would
we really have wanted it to end
any dlfiforonitly then it did ?
—Turn At Tho Star—
And this is 'th e story o'f tho
Ncvor-ncvor Jland Sox, who turned
ait tho second istar to tho right nnd
went straight on '#1 mornln'g.
Thoir magic lasted M season long;
n othing in my ;pool.ots, notihln' R up
my 'sloovo, albhmcadabm and Poof!
(Coiitlnuod'Oii Pago Nino)

Diversity of Interests
Earmarks Class of 1971

WMHB 'R adio Colby' Pro gram Schedule
WEDNESDAY
- Easy Listening
- Classical
- "The Tea Bag"
- 'Tunny Farm"
THUBSDAY
7:00 PM - Folk
8:30 PM - Easy Listening
10:00 PM - Rock
11:00 PM - Rock
7:00 PM - "Friday Rock"
8:30 PM - "Goon Show"
9:00 PM - "Splendid Splinter"
10:30 PM - Rock
*WMHB Hourly Information
broadcast 8 pm, 9 pm, 10 pm, 11 pra
§Sign-of f is 12 pm, Sunday - Friday

SUNDAY
7 :00 PM - Easy listening
8:00 PM - "Broadway Rhythm"
"Man from La Mancha"
9:00 PM - "Startime in Paris"
9:30 PM - Rock
10:30 PM - Rock

7:00
8:30
10:00
11:00

MONDAY
*7:00 PM - "Son of Suzy
Creamcheese"
8:30 PM - Classical
§10:00 PM - "Brooklyn Beat"
TUESDAY
7:00 PM - "Take Five"
8:30 PM - Folk
10:00 P M - "Swing Shift"

PM
PM
PM
PM

New Appointee

In continuing Colby's expansion
of its Par Bast studies program as
noted at bhe President's Assembly
of September 12, President R'dbei E. L. Strider announced today the
appointment of Ho- Chi Minlh as
bhe Mayflower Visiting Professor
of Government.
Prof. Ho, a resident o'f the Republic of North Vietnam, has tak-

world, as evidenced by the remarkably successful reunion of bJi's students at Dien Bien Phu in 1954.
During his year at Coliby, Prof.
Ho will reside in the campus
ROTC office. The local! ROTC commandant said that he was "delighted to have this opportunity to
entertain such a noible and respected guest."
Prof. Ho has recently had a book
published by the Hanoi Free Press
entitled The Collected Letters of
Lyndon Baines Johnson.
Comments Ho: "Despite the high degree of illiteracy on the part of the
writer o'f these letters, they contain some of bhe most hilarious
thoughts that I've ever read; I
just had to share, them with the
people of-bhe world."
The ex!aot arrival date of Prof.
Ho has not yet been determined,
but Sou'bheast Airlines has confirmed that he will fly aibo'ard one
of their "White dove" Jets.
Prof. Ho will bring albout 500,000
lean and hungry friends with Mm

Selected among 2175 applicants
representing 937. secondary schools,
this year's freshman class is the
largest (447 freshmen) in the history of the college (a 22% increase
in size over the Class Of 1970).
This, of course, means that approximately one third of the sltudent population is new to the Colby Community (since there are
also 50 transfers). But what does
the class look like in prof ile ? What
kind of extracurricular ac-ivities
have they shown considerable comnuibment to prior to coming to Colby?
The maj ority of the Class Of
1971 comes from New England
(68%) although 28 -States and 12
foreign countries are repreSent-d.
Of the 90% who replied to an Admissions Office questionnaire, Colby freshmen averaged 2.7 offers of
admissions each. Thus Colby is
presumaibly the first choice colleige
for the majority Of bhe Class of
1971.

GIRLS
WELCOME TO

THE
SHOE VILLAGE
For the very latest shoe fashions
10 SPRING ST.
;
WATERVELLE
;
3-3415
;

In spite of the 81 student increase over last year's freshman
class, bhe median College Board
Scores (GEEB) are eomparaMe to
the Class of 1970; figures for the
Class of 1971 follow:
Men
Women
Verbal
596
629
Math
615
600
Eng. Comp.
577
643
And 68% of the entering freshmen graduated in the top fifth of
their classes.
•Of the 24 freshmen entering with
Colby fcradi-ionS in their fo-mi'Iies,
there are 1
1 Colby sons and 13
Colby daughters.
Approximately 28% of the Class
of 1971 'graduated from prep
school.
The following table indicates the
non academic ''¦credentials'* of incoming students which should
"provide a sutos'tan -M basis for a
diverse and involved student population on campus" according to the
Admissions Office:
Men
Women
Athletics
169
91
Church groups
160
50
Deb'ate and Speech
33
21
Drama
56
57
Music
86
73
Publications '
110
1'26
?Student-Government 67
50
*01'a«s's Officers
23
19
Frank Stephenson of the Admissions Qflfice made an interesting

j

en a year's leave of absence from
his position of Chief of State of
that country's gov e rnment i n or d er
to teach in the Coliby Commune.
President Stridor, in m'aking the
announcement,
remarked
'that
Prof. PIo has long been one o'f 'the
most revered educators in the
COURSE ORITIQUE
All sophomores, juniors, and seniors should return their Course
Critique questionnaires no later
than Sunday to the boxes provided
outside each (lining artia. Your coope rat ion mo a ns t h o success of our
second edition.
Thank you,
Elizabeth Bridges
Jane Morrison
Editors

i

,3 EGGS any style
Home Fr ies, Toast and Coffee or milk

!
;

i

j JOE & ELEANOR S RESTAURANT
28 MAIN STREET

I
i

WATERVILLE

i

N 0R G E

.

, No.

MOTEL

The "TONY EXPRESS" Will Deliver
to Your Door FREE With $4 Min.
DAGWO QD'S
MT. BALL GRINDERS
TORPEDOS

VILL AGE

Poste rs

I'

50c

j Mod Stati onery j

At Your Norge Laundry
and Dry Cleaning Village
Elm Plaza Shopping Center , Wate rville
Have a regular $2.00, 8 lb. load of dry-cleaning
done for $1.50 with this coupon . Typical load : 10
sw eaters , or 4 men 's suits, or 3 ladies 1 suits, or 3 ;
topcoat s, or 8 trousers , or 9 dresses.

Paperbacks , Stud y
Guides , Reference
Books, Used Books,
Tasteful Gifts

¦

:

Laundry washe d, dried and folded
Free Pick-Up and Delivery

¦;

15c lb.

j
j
1
j
j

I

Theonf/w
yf toca ich
meT&dcfFunnet&at
y o upfymouihVed/e^.
t

LAUNDRY AND CLEA NI NG
.
This Coupon Is Worth

i

i

i

i Psychedel ic

CANAAN
HOUSE

75c

ROAST BEEF
$1.35
All You Can Eat

;

TONY'S PIZZA

C OL BY SPECIALS

Visiting Professor Ho

..*... ,.

Between Waterville and Fairfield
On Routes 201, 100 and 11
Colby College Nearby
COFFEE
SHOP
AA A
SUPERIOR
Air Conditioned
Pool
Tel. 872-2735

j
]
J

74 MAIN STREET
WATERVILLE
MAINE
On The Concourse and Main Street

. '

No. of
Captains
Baseball
16
1
Basketball
21 ., • • ' 7
8' - '
Cross Country
2
Football 31
9
Golf
3
: 1
Hockey
9
1
Lacross
1
Sailing
1
1
Skiing
9
2
Soccer
20
2
Swimming
7
' . '-¦ 4
Tennis
13
.
Track
28
6
Wrestling
2
Without a doubt we can be sure
of vigor and vi .ality from this' diversified freshman class academically, athletically and socially.
Incidentally, any student having
questions about admissions procedures or who may be interested in
helping the Admissions Office (visiting schools as a "student am_assador" some vaoatiion?) is invited
to stop in at the Admissions Office Ofirst floor Eustis).

ARNOLD

IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM . . .
COME TO

BERRY ' S STATIONERS

study of the freshman men last
May imdiea_ing active participation in secondary school athle - ies.
In order to understand the foltowing chart, keep in mind that if a
student lettered in more than one
Sport, he has been noted only ; for
the spoilt which he participated in
with most success.
; Men ,of the Class of 1971

t h Runne r
S£&If er&HPly m o uTtoad
Dealers
V nouety outP-tymouth
T wheremebeatgoeson.m
-^"" M -- .

W 06* »»«-!• Ji _i.,-I.-Mi. J *!, In _,

^^

Music and Drama Embrace College

WMiams Presents Dylan The Man

Emljrn Williams as "Dylan Tholmas Gxowing Uip," an. eaterftainmenft
¦
from tihe stories of the celebraite'd
Welsh poet, will be pretsented on
October' 14 at the Walterville Opera
House. Tickets are availaible in the
S£a.r .
IThe no'teid aotor and playwright's
per*(>rmance, a development of one
he ddd with enormous success in

Emlyn Williams
as Dylan Thomas

London, and North America some
y ears ago , concenltrates on the
poet's youth and boyhood as portrayed in "Portrait of-the Airtiat as
a Young Dog," "A Prospect of the
Sea," "Quite Early One Morning"
and "Adventures in. Ithe Skin
Trade."
Prom the introduction of Thomas by means of a sftack of foolscap sheets and exercise books, Mr.
Williams leads
his
audiertee
throug-i such episodes as the rollicMrag bus ou/ting that beca_ne
"choral with beer" to the darker
"Just like . little Dogs," and tihe
sMe-'spilitfting' account of his first
arrival in London No attempt is made by Mr. Williams to give a physicalimpersonation of Dylan Thomas, once described by an American reporter as
looking like "an unmade bed." Instead Mr. Williams appears as himself, and, in the words of Newsweek Magaaine, "quite ceases to be
the neat, blue-Jacketed aotor and
becomes the large untidy Bohemian who wrote of his concern
with girls arid loneliness and the
interminable business of growing
up. Welsh magic!"

"Marat-Sade' Starts Rehearsal

by Jan Farnum
l&st Sunday the P & W had
their first all-cast rehearsal, and
started organization "MJarat /Sade".
On Wednesday director Irving Suss
showed a film aibout schizophrenics to give the players a general
idea of actions and symptoms for
each particular disease to be repsented. The fantastic chaos in this
play requires much more precision
than the ordinary production. Dr.
Suss realizes that everyfthing depends on exact timing and meth_d,
and is worsting with even more
than his usual vigor.
The "Sade", Harlan Schneider
from Newton, Mass., ha's 'had impoiitant and mature roles in every
play produced by the P & W in
the last four years. Schneider 'hia's
po_. bra.yed Justice Overdue in Ben
Jon'son's "BaltWolomew Pair," and
Sir Thomas More In "A Man For
All Seasons." He 'has played character roles such as, Ulri'oh Brehdel
in Ibsen's "Rosmersiholm." (He
gained more experience thrtouigh
summer stock in the CM-tos
Theatre on bhe Cajpe.
Mike Rothschild of Bangor, Me.,
started in the P & W last year as
the lead in "Rosmers'holm," and is
here cast as ' the irervolutiionajry

Cage Introd uces Electronic Music

my Mary Fischer
noises that arise during a perEidos is very happy to initroduj ee formance are parts of the piece.
you to John Cage and to his elec- If such accidental sounds were
tronic music. Mr. Cage will be at music, one could hear music aJll
Colhy on Sunday, itlhe fifteenth of the time, if only one were attuned
October. He wall give a perform- to perceive it." Cage extends this
ance in Lorimer Ohapetl at half- theory to say th'a't the best music
past seven. Eidos invafes everyone is to be heard when we are just
to expose himseflf to this contro- quiet. For most of his chance comversial artist.
positions, Cage ¦ uses Wilhe.lm'B
John Cage is a very articult-Jte translation of I Ching, one of the
opponent of the medern tradition sacred books of China. It shows
of art as self-expression. Cage re- how tosses of coins can be transjects this tradition and insists that lated into abstract patterns which,
the end of artistic creativity is not in turn can dictate Cage's composSorder or value, but a kirid of play tional choices.
that affirms life and invites other
In his music Cage is inviting peomen to wake up from the ordinary
ple to share in the ideas that all
life. Says Oage, "Interrupted silsounds are potentially music, that
ence is as much a component of
everyone's life dan be creative, and
mu'-.i'c as is interitional Bound.
Therefore, all the umntentional that, even in our 'age of anxfiety,
we sltill have the ability to celebrate. For art to make this kind
of invitation the self and its desires must be removed. Cage and
a number of others represent an
extensive revolt against modern
self-expressive art.
Some are very optimistic aibout
Cage's controversial music. This
school is comprised of those who
are attempting to re-evaluate our

First Choice
OfYhe
Engageables

J ean-Paul Marat. He also played
the brother of Beatrice in the Society's staged reading of "The Cenci", by Shelley. He has studied the
performances of the Royal Shakespearean Company in England.
¦ ¦
¦ m.
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existence in a post-Christian, postideological, electronic world. For
example, WiKBaim Hamilton, Coauthor with Thomas J. J. Altizer
of Radical Theology and the Death
of God, is very muidh aware of arid
has an interest in the new optimism in Cage's mu^ic. In his book
he spates: "One might say that the
function of Cage's music is to remind people of the fact fchiaJt every
sound has the potential to be music, if only they listened in the
right way. Every oman, therefore,
has the capacity to be his own
arti-ft and the materials of his art
arc simply the moments of bis Me
as he lives it."
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COLUMDIA PICTURES prewnte

I

FRED ZINNEMANNS
FILM OP

A MAN
FOR ALL
SEASONS

! ¦ from the pUy liy . , ¦

j

Locfenfroy daringly inn ovates the classic Chosforflof cf
into a -loitering fashion that 's equally correct on tho
50-yard lino and in tho most formal onvironmont. Mado
in Italy, tho Bavaria comos in a blond of 60% wool /
40% mohair , with a distinc tive cotton paisley lining.
There's snug warmth in its knitted windbroa kor wristlets.
Sot off with sculptured silver buttons , contrasting border. Sires, 6—20U

Lemon , Camel , Wh ite, Navy
¦
I

$55

j HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENQAQEIVIENT AND WEDDING

I Ploaso send new 20'paga booklet , "How To Plan Your Engaoament and Wadding " and new 12-paoo full color folder, both for
only 25o. Also ,send apodal offer of btautlful 44-page Bride 's Book,
I
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BLACK POWER
(Continued from Page One)
mandate on means and ends.
I voted against the amendment
to re-instate the phrase, and afbgtained on the whole resolu -ion;
which passed by a vote of 257 aJffirmartAve, 95 negative, and 24 albstenltions. I albstaiined on the coroplelte text of ithe resolution because
I aim in favor of blaJ _ _s: power in
general, but could not accept '*by
any means necessary". To me, "iby
any" connotes "by all means", Including not only de-aonstratioi-S,
mass sit-ins, Negro pre-emption oif
property and businesses, Negro
teachers and school adminisltr-Jtors, all of which are mjeans to the
coveted Negro goal oif social pride
and ethnic dignity which we all
support; but also the explosive
destruction of the George Wasfliingiton Bri'dge (which would prevent the "honMes" from getting to
their shops in GEfiardem raln'd continuing their exploiltatipns), the assassination of unde^iraMe poWical
leaders, ridbs and loWtfing in uifbaai
and rural areas , arid other acts O'f
violence, desltrudtion and lawlessness which most Americans, including (according to a recent
NEWSWEEK survey) aibout 85%
¦
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Gas Tank Full?
For The Weekend?
For The Game?
See
"COOKIE" MICHAEL

of the Negro commiHidty, cannot
support.
Wh'ait I am suggesting here is
that ibhe liiber'atio'n of the black
people "iby any means necessary"
is at least an untenable intellectual
position which, no one who proifesses to believe in the processes ol
the dor_s_itu -ion'3l order can rightfully supportt and ait mo-& a statemerit from which only the 2n'o__t
dangerous of practical implications
can be drawn.

gates, who; I would contend, thetasdlves did no . fully comprehend tihe
resolution or the movement they
were advocating.
'
The real irony of the whole proceeding is that should it ever come
to the point where by the NSA National office, or one Of its member
sch o ols, is called upon to approve
one of these "any means necessary" when this "means" transcen'ds all concepts of order and
sen_3ibility '(such as an act Of extreme violence) both the leaders in
Lastly, I would , say concerning the national Office, and the memthe black power resolution that ber schools who voted for the resmost of the delegates to the Con- olulftion are going to tflind themgress, arid especially those fesn'aile selves in an embarrassing situarepresentatives from the xnlany tion of self-condtructed hypocrisy.
Southern Catholic girls' schools in
the U.S. (which make up 40% of
the tatM memibership of USNSA),
were actually opposed to the inVISITING PROFESSORS
inicteion of the phrase "by any
(Continued from Page One)
mean's necessary" in the black upcoming January include: for the
power resolution. However, m'oSt freshmen, Fane Arts; the sofptoof these same delegates, in the moures, Natural Science; the juheat of ithe debate, altered their nio.es, Psychology; the seniors, Socoi-Vicffaionis out of a feeling: bhaJt cial Sciences, ©ach of the discithey were "selling out" their Negro plines is to be relalted to all oif the
cohorts, or being "un-iliSberal", or obh<«r thr'oug'-i reS_ l^ion.
some Similar misconception. ActuProgram BE was looked at with
ally, these waSvering white dele- an eye to the future as far sis the
gates simply allowed themselves to p'ossibSlity oif a similar program at
be intimidated by shouts and Barrlngton.
threats from the black power deleThe guests were entertaaned by

i
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Charge Accounts

Her name is Joan Par ker» ant* she's the new Dodge Fever GUi.
Watch hertoon television
this season, dispensing Dodge Fever/
a variety of unsuspecting souls. (Dodgers
T_\ f'
" schedule is listed below.) ~- -- - - . :

A new car
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Its name Is Charger, and it's the best-looking Dodge ever built.
Complete with disappearing headlights and sports-car styling that
features a European-type spoiler on the rear deck. But since
looks aren't everything, we made it exciting to drive, with a 318-cu.-in. V8,
bucket seats and an airplane-type instrument panel. Even pockets in
the doors for your shades and/or rally maps. With all this included,
we 've reduced Charger 's list price by more than $100. Maybe you cant
please everybody, but we sure try. See your Dodge Dealer right away.
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THE MADAM
(Continued From Page Two)
pie but whe-her they should at all.
For when a student of intelliigence
and education must give ela!boj .ate
justifications for being by;i -he
la'kes "durlnig the calm of one AM"
and when three people should consider this a mialtter of public morality wortlhy of memos and letters
to the world, it eventually bedotoes
obvious to all that an aibsiird system has been allowed to develop.
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to watch...
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You know , the people who build the cars
that give y ou... Dodge Fever.
DODCE'S TV SCHEDULE FOR OCT., 1967
0.12, 16,30
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i THE WORLD UPSIDE DOWN
(Continued from Page Five)
m
'
H now I've stolen home plaite arid
H won i-i_other bafll game. Bill Bohr
first made *he world sit up and
|1
J bake .aotice oif tih'e Bosston Red Sox;
il in his major league debut he came
If within one out of .pitching a rioW Muter aigainlst the Yankees. That
H was in April, and the Sox were
fl rarely lout of the limelight from
fl then on. Tihe (flans -Sited Fenway
M Park and when no seats were letEt
1they $at in the aisles and glutted
•1the ejaatfs. Small boys gathere'd on
I the catiwalk of a large whisky ibillI board <behind tihe centte_t_field wafll
I while workmen above them _=-0;p1|ped painting a^er liquor long
II enough to cheer Joy Pdye or Smith
m or Torty C. as .he trotted out ahm other winning hom'qr. A QheY;rol©t
M deMer fence on which he put '*Go
m Yaz, Go Red Sox, we're with you!"
|f And John Kile^s Fenway otugigun
would
|
| come to life between innings
1with "Meet Me in St. Douis . . ."
il The magic showed up dn the arm
o'f Yastrzem'ski, who threw out five
|
f| base runners in ten days, a rare
and enviable feat for an outfielder.
"Hey! . Donit run on Yaz!" ifoecame
the coaches' orders laround the
league and only fools again dared
those 'dead-ricenter thxoYfs 'f r om
leifitfield. Tihe miaigic glowed up in
game winning ihits by .240 hazhjo
hitters, six hit pltchijig !\act'o__es Iby
peach cheeked rookies an'd retread
veterans. Most of all, Ithe magic
showed up in tfhe ninth inning. The
Sox won a lot of ball gatmeis in _ he
ninth. Enemy pitchers would ta'ke
a lead through eight sframes, then
come .out to face the Sox in the
bottom of the riinlth. Time and
time again Ken Coleman's voice
would float from transistor radios
I throughout the park: "Here in the
H
I ninth Andrews Singled, Adair
slapped a double to left , Yaz
I
I knocked in both with a double, and
1 Scott scored Yaz with, a single.

This ties the score, and while we're
waiting for a new pitcher . . ."
Ken would laumch into a cigarette
spiel, knowing full well that an Opposing manager would soon be
smoking in the clubhouse, his ears
spitting fire from (having a victory
pulled out from un'der him in the
Sox ninth. The Sox, of course, lost
some close ball games, !too, tout
they usually put up quite a 'battle
before doing so. They generated
more sweaJt in the American
League than any other team.
—Sox On Top—
And now the sea/son's over. One
teagn wins the pennant and faelads
for the Series. The other nine pack
up and scatter (bo their hoxne^. But
one certain team, "a sure (bet to
finilsh ninth IF they can l),^at out
.Washington . . ." has someitMng to
be ' excepitipnallly proud of. A bunch
of guys with tare names like Yaz,
I_onnie, Tvyiggy, and Rico (have
done a rare jolj, and given those of
us who have followed the Sox
through misery and futility for
years and years, a season of joy.
AH -New England will long remember in 1967 when, in Boston, 'baseball once again became the name
pf a game and not a ^stagnant pastime; a summer with the Sox on
top and the world turned Topside
down.

THE LONG HOT FALL
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(Continued from Page Three)
pressure to the -university whSle the
faculty case is in court, but Hare
demurred.
'1 could tear 'the place down/
he says. "I have contacts there,
and I have support from the community."
He speaks oif usfong demonSitrabionls, and other _aic _ dcs "more crippling and more anonymous" to get
bhe un_vei_-.i_y to reinstate the dismissed facu/Ity members.
Hare would like to see Howard
become a center for black thiinkers, with a curriculum that emphasized African culture. He sees
it now as an insti'tu-ion that "apes
White academic trivia," and rewards those faculty members who
exhibit the appropriate docility,
If the Howard admlini'stra'ti'on
does not meet student demands
respecting student government in
the near future, the m'o'derate sttiudenlt leadens may wfind up in open
alliance with Hare. A long, hot faV
ait Howard would then be assured.
"Students here are oppressed,"
says student leader Myles, "an!d
grievance break dwn, it opens the
the normal processes 6f adjusting
grievances break down, it opens the
door for violence."
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WHERE" Contact your

Placement Office for
,
location of test nearest you or write to NSA
(address below) right away l
If you expect to receive a liberal arts degree before September 1968, register for the Professional
Qualification Test. Takin g and passin g the POT
doesn 't commit or obli gate you to anyth ing, but we
urge you-even if you are not now full y certain of
yo ur future Interests-to Investi gate NSA career
opportunities.
An Agenc y of national prominence , t hi s uniqu e
organization is responsible for developin g " secu re"
communications syste ms to transmit and receive
vital information. Howand why does that affect you?
Because NSA has a critical and growing need for
imagin ative people —regardless of your academic
major.
You will partici pate In pro grams of national importance , workin g in such areas as: Cryptog raphy (the

1j____________H________________
MBaw^WBIBwwHB

makin g of codes and ciphers ), analytic research ,
lang uage research , data systems desi gn and pro*
gram min g, and administrative management.
At NSA > y °vr professional status and earnin g
p Qmf grow rap|dIy fro m the day you beg ,n( W|t|,out
havin g to wait for years of " experience. " Startin g
salary of at least $6,700 (fo r bachelor 's degrees),
regular increases , excellent advancement posslbili1 emplo yment
«es • • • and *» |he bf neJ*8 °f
l
^f
Another advanta ge is NSA's location , convenient
*> bo h Baltimore and Washin gto n and a short
dr VG fro m ocean beache8 and other recreational
attra ctions.
Plfln *° ake the PC>T. It cou ld be you r f irst s tep to
'
,
a great future I
IMPORTANT: THE DEADLINE FOR PQT APPLICATIONS
IS OCTOBER 8. Picku pa PQT BMlletin atyourPlacement Office. It cont ains full deta f ls f ind the
necessar y registr ation form.
v££jj EE£$x
Applicants must be U. S. clt- Mfl BSBfetf ^
izens , subject to a co mplete feJM |j ^ft g|
phys ical examination and back- tfSl BlJ ^
ground investi gation.
^$*m0rys

nati onal securit y agency

Collage Relations Branch, National Security Agency, Ft. Geo. q« 6. Meade, Maryland , Attn ; M321 • An equal opportunity omployer «MAF

CLASSIFIED

FBESHMEN :ANY FRESHMAN
interested in running for either
one of the four class offices or one
of the three positions to be filled
by freshmen on Student Governr
ment ;can pick up the proper petition from Associate Dean Rosenthal's office anytime beginning
Monday. These petition's, requiring ten signatures, must be returned by Friday, Odtolber 20. Tttie
election will be held Thursday, October 26.
Sophomores : Anyone interested
in serving on -he Campus AlifMrs
Comniiittee pleiase contact Thom
Rippon. by 5:00 p.im. Monday or
come to Stu-G at 6:30 pj n.
FOUND: KEY WITH NO. 64 ON
"back. If interested, conltlac - Btucb
Abramis, 206 Rotobins.

Molecular Structure Determination
by X-Ray Crysiallagraphy Dr. G.
A. Jeffrey, University of Pittsburgh. Sponsored by the Maine
Sedbion, American Chemical Society and tihe Colby Chemistry department.
#
*
*
A STUDENT CERAMICS WORKshop — perfiaps wi!th some faculty
smpenvision — is in the otKing if
enough enthusiasm can be generated. We currently have a pfO -tetr's
wheel, but more stud -nit interest
is needed before a kiln can be obtained. The plans is to offer both
strictly "extracurricular" adtivity
and an option (if we get sufficient
m'emTj eilsWip) of paid instruction. H
you have any interest, experience,
or questions call Hall CM'ldS, exit.
565 and add your name to the list.
, .

•

OCTOBER 18, THURSDAY—
¦
Colby j Library Associates Lecture.
On Translation from the Japanese
by George S. Elison, ass'isfcanlt professor of history and- governotien..
Smi -h Lounge, 7:45 pjm. AH welcome.
•
*
*
CANTERBURY - EPISCOPAL:
St. Mark's Church, Sunday, act. 8
Holy Communion 7:30 a.m. and
9:15 a.m. Morning Prayer 11 a.m.
.*
*
*
OCTOBER 14, SATURDAY —
Open lecture in mom 105, Keyes.
— — — ^"
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Home Cooked Food.
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18 SILVER STREET
WATERVILLE. MAINE
872-9751
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tricted to the following -aTeas: The
lot in front of Woodman and Coburn • Hails; The friaiternity lots on
Johnson Pond road ; The Roberts
TJj iion lot (opposite Tau Delta Phi
House) ; The new co-ed dormitory
lot. (This lot is available .on a firstcome-firslt-serve basis to residents
of Taylor, Sturtevant, Leonard,
Marriner and KDR ; and all oither
oar _ will be held in violation.)
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Where You Can Charge It.
LUDY '21
PACY '21
HOWIE '41

Cru Neck Sweaters In Pure Shetlands and
Blends by Lord J eff and Others $9.00 to $15.00
Sport Shirts..for .."neat or for grub" 4.00 to 10.00
g
Sport Coats in Solids or plaids 25.00 to 70.00
Slacks to match in fine fabrics 9.00 to 26.50
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